For many years, software engineers have provided engineers of other fields with advanced design tools that considerably facilitate their jobs, relieve them from tedious tasks, put them in control of the design process, and help them turn out quality products. But the tools used by software designers themselves look quite primitive in comparison:

the standard design environment includes a text editor, a compiler, perhaps a debugger, but hardly anything that could be characterized as a design system.

This article presents a system—Cépage—whose aim is to provide software designers with facilities similar to what is known in other application areas as computer-aided design.

Cépage (pronounced sea-page or say-paj) is intended to make the full power of computer-aided design available to software developers in practical environments. It frees its users from many of the tedious tasks traditionally associated with the construction of programs and other software-related documents and allows them to concentrate on the really important aspects of software design. The aim is to use Cépage as the basis for a complete software development environment supporting all activities of software design.

Visual and structured
Cépage relies on a simple but powerful idea: to allow visual manipulation of structured documents.

What do we call a structured document? The most obvious example is a program written in some high-level language like Pascal, C, Ada, or FORTRAN, with their hierarchical structure (program subprogram, block, instruction, expression, and so on). Such programs are indeed one of the primary targets of Cépage but by no means the only one. In fact, any document with an interesting enough structure is an equally good candidate for handling by Cépage. This description includes such software documents as specifications, designs, or schedules.

But technical documents whose structure in a given environment is often standardized can also be handled by Cépage. For example, a certain company or project might require that technical reports begin with a header page of a normalized form (author's name, title, abstract, date, approval, etc.) and continue in a formal structure (sections, paragraphs, etc.). The usual way to deal with structured documents on a computer is to use a text editor—in other words, to forget about the structure. All a text editor sees is a flat sequence of characters or lines.

In contrast, a structural editor such as Cépage will use the structure as the basis for all manipulations of the documents. Many benefits may be expected from an intelligent system that knows the specific properties of the objects it handles, rather than treating, say, an Ada program the same way as a meeting report or a user's manual.

Structural editors have existed before; references to some of the most significant projects are shown in the accompanying sidebar. But I think Cépage is outstanding among these tools primarily because of the following features:

1. The advanced visual interface through not only manipulated but actually seen.
2. The ease of tailoring the system to any new language, making Cépage a versatile tool adaptable to many different applications.
3. The open architecture of the system, which allows it to be interfaced with other tools and makes it a promising candidate as a basis for a complete software development environment.
4. The ambition of the entire system design to take structural editing out of the laboratory and make its exciting potential available to practicing programmers in ordinary environments.

Showing the structure
As already mentioned, a structural editor manipulates documents in terms of their structure. This is all good and well, but with interactive systems it is not enough to use adequate representations. One must also present the user with faithful images of these representations.

Many early structural editors were rather inadequate in this respect. They used a primitive, often line-by-line interface. Cépage relies on an advanced interface, modeled on the concepts of direct manipulations pioneered by Smalltalk and analyzed by Ben Shneiderman in "Direct Manipulation: A Step Beyond Programming Languages."

Shneiderman studied many successful interactive systems in such diverse areas as computer-aided instruction, computer-aided design, games, and others. He attributed their success in large part to their ability to provide users with a clear
Other structural editors
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picture of the current progress of the session and the internal state of the system at each step of a session.

This type of system is in contrast to the all-too-common silent movie systems, which are so shy that they do not tell you anything about what's going on. Of course, one should not say too much either; much of the challenge in designing good interactive systems is in finding the right compromise between undue terseness and unwanted verbosity.

So you want to tell the user what's going on. But what do you show? In a text editor the answer is easy: you display some contiguous excerpt of the text being handled. If the editor is full screen, done IBM's SPF or VI on UNIX, this excerpt is going to fill a screen or window—say 24 lines of contiguous text. Figure 1 shows a typical screen from an editing session with such an editor, where the text being edited is an Ada program.

Unfortunately, the selection of displayed information at any point during a session—a screenful of contiguous text—has very little to do with the underlying structure of the document. Programmers who use text editors for composing programs know this well. They spend much of their time going back and forth from one end of the file to the other, chasing for information about what's going on. But what do you show? In a text editor, say the procedure.body of a procedure RESTART, some of the context will have to be sacrificed. This is achieved in Cépage simply by moving the cursor or mouse to the corresponding place on the screen and requesting a zoom. Since the screen is not large enough to show everything, some details of the enclosing unit will disappear to make space for the procedure.body; they may be shown again thanks to the unzooming operation. In any case, the view shown will be a structural one, corresponding to a meaningful syntactic structure rather than an arbitrary grouping of contiguous elements.

In Cépage, the abstraction mechanism is entirely automatic. From user requests the system determines what should be shown and what should be abstracted. This is achieved in Cépage simply by moving the cursor or mouse to the corresponding place on the screen and requesting a zoom. Since the screen is not large enough to show everything, some details of the enclosing unit will disappear to make space for the procedure.body; they may be shown again thanks to the unzooming operation. In any case, the view shown will be a structural one, corresponding to a meaningful syntactic structure rather than an arbitrary grouping of contiguous elements.

Cépage, the abstraction mechanism is entirely automatic. From user requests the system determines what should be shown and what should be abstracted. This is achieved in Cépage simply by moving the cursor or mouse to the corresponding place on the screen and requesting a zoom. Since the screen is not large enough to show everything, some details of the enclosing unit will disappear to make space for the procedure.body; they may be shown again thanks to the unzooming operation. In any case, the view shown will be a structural one, corresponding to a meaningful syntactic structure rather than an arbitrary grouping of contiguous elements.

Excerpts from a session

There is more to say about the principles of Cépage, but since I am claiming so loudly that the system is a visual one, it is better to interrupt my presentation at this point for a small demonstration.

You are using Cépage on an unspecified display. In this article, various font conventions (italics, bold, etc.) are used to distinguish the different types of elements. On an actual terminal, Cépage relies on the facilities provided by the hardware: fonts on a black and white bit-mapped screen, different colors on a color display, various levels of highlighting, etc.

Figure 3 shows the picture you might have at a given moment in a Cépage session. Actually, Figures 3-6 do not show
the whole screen but the main window, devoted to the main active document. In practice, the screen contains other windows for such things as session information and help messages. Also, there is usually not just one active document but a catalog of documents. The others are usually copies of parts of the main document that are kept for purposes of partial modification, copy, move, etc.

It appears from Figure 3 that you are working on a program in some Pascal-like, slightly Ada-ish language. The most original feature of this program is that it is not complete. It contains not only true program elements in bold—for example, label and until—but also things in regular face—like <Instruction> and <Boolean_expression>—which represent as yet unexpanded program parts. (The reader who remembers compiler courses will know these parts as non-terminals.) They are distinguished from the expanded parts by the angle brackets and by the regular face font (or, on a particular terminal, by a different color).

Texts such as the one displayed here are called partially expanded documents (we use the word “document” rather than “program” to emphasize again that the underlying language could describe structured objects other than programs). Partially expanded documents are the basic entity that Cépage handles. Of course, eventually a document should be totally expanded, and Cépage can then generate a textual version of the finished product. In the case of a program, this text may be passed on to a compiler, for example; other kinds of documents might be handed over to a text formatter such as troff on UNIX.

There is also an instance of <Instruction> in the repeat loop at the beginning of your program body that appears in italics (again, it might be a color) rather than regular face. Similarly, we see <7 Instructions> a little below. These are examples of abstracted elements (abbreviations for elements that cannot be shown in detail for lack of space). The expansion of the instruction in the repeat loop might contain as many lines as needed.

Note that when a compound element is abstracted it may be useful to display a comment associated with the element.

---

**A contiguous program fragment**

```plaintext
package STOCK is
    LIMIT: constant := 1000;
    TABLE: array [1..LIMIT] of INTEGER;
    T_COUNT: INTEGER := 0;
procedure Restart;
procedure BACKUP (F: FILE);
end STOCK;
package body STOCK is
procedure Restart is
begin
    INITIALIZE;
    CHECK_INVENTORY;
    for N in 1..LIMIT loop
        TABLE [N] := N;
        T_COUNT := T_COUNT + N;
    end loop;
end;
procedure BACKUP (F: FILE) is
begin
    TABLE [X] := TABLE [X] + SMALL;
    while ACTIVE loop
        if NB_USERS > 5 then
           ...
        end;
end;
```

Figure 1.

---

**A structured program view**

```plaintext
procedure PROCESSOR is
<5 declarations>;
package STOCK is <package specification> end STOCK;
package body STOCK is
<2 declarations>;
procedure Restart is <procedure body> end;
procedure BACKUP (F: FILE) is <7 instructions> end;
begin
    begin
        begin
           ...
        end;
begin
    begin
           ...
        end;
end;
```

Figure 2.
rather than just an indication like
<Instruction>, which is not very informative. It is indeed possible with Cépage to attach a short comment to an element; the comment will be displayed if the element is abstracted. It may be entered either after or before the element has been expanded, allowing for both bottom-up and top-down software construction.

Of course, at some point you may want to see some of the abstracted part. Nothing could be easier: just move the cursor to some position in the <Instruction> in italics and press a mouse button (or function key, depending on the terminal). Of course, as you go in you will lose some context, which you may see again by moving out again, using the corresponding option in the menu.

For the moment, however, you are interested instead in developing your program a little more. You have decided to expand the <Instruction> that appears just after the repeat loop; thus you have brought the cursor (represented by the hand on Figure 1) to the window in which the word "instruction" appears. You look and choose the Expand option, again using whatever selection medium is available: mouse to point in the menu, function key, etc.

The basic interaction with Cépage is normally done by show and select. In other words, you indicate a position on the screen and select a function from a menu. S and S is a very productive way of dealing with computers interactively; the effectiveness of this approach is backed by extensive psychological studies. Of course, the S and S principle is at its best when the display and the selection device (mouse, joystick) are adequate.

Once you have said that you wanted to expand a particular instruction, something new will appear on the screen. The text of the document does not change, but a new menu pops up, listing the set of possible instructions in the language at hand (Figure 4).

The new menu allows you to select the type of instruction you want. You do not need to type any keywords (such as if); you make a choice from the menu and the system will take care of generating the proper syntax for you.

Software developers have more interesting things to do than type. The problem is not so much typing itself as the fact that it detracts your attention from other, more important concerns. (However, you may also type the beginning of the instruction if you prefer to work in this fashion.)

Assume you decide you want a conditional instruction and, with any available selection facility, choose the corresponding item in the menu. The system generates the resulting structure. Figure 5 shows what now appears on the window. The part which previously read <Instruction> has been replaced with the syntax for a conditional instruction.

Note that up to now you haven’t used an alphabetic keyboard; the mouse has served you well enough. You do not have to use the mouse. You could type phrases, or meaningful beginnings of phrases, if you preferred, or you may work by S and S. Which solution makes more sense depends on your personal taste and on the power of the terminal hardware available.

At some point, for elements such as expressions, it may become tedious to have to describe the structure—you just want to type in the stuff. For the elements of lowest levels, such as identifiers or constants, this is the only possibility anyway since they have no further structure.

To enter such elements you just type them at the terminal.
is the menu. 

It is important to note that the user has a choice at all levels between menu selection and typing. When typing is chosen, an added advantage of structural editors is that you may type just the beginning of a phrase, provided it is long enough to dispel any ambiguity. For example, typing just while at a place where an instruction is expected is enough for the system to generate the entire pattern for a while loop.

Other features of Cépage resemble those generally available in text editors: delete, copy, move, search, replace, yank (put aside for later use), etc. There is an important difference, however, since with Cépage all such manipulations may only apply to syntactically meaningful parts of the partially expanded document. For example, if we have:

```
if x > 0 then
  b := a + 1
else
  a := 5;
  call P(x)
end
```

and want to apply an operation such as delete or copy to a part of the document containing c, then this part may only be one of the boxes shown. On the other hand, there is no way to replace else call by ; goto since neither pattern corresponds to a syntactic entity.

Language independence

Language independence is one of the main aims of the design of Cépage. Why should we be so interested in preserving adaptability to various languages? This emphasis has several reasons.

The first reason simply comes from an assessment of the situation. Clearly many programming languages are being used today and there is little prospect for unification in the near future. A tool tied to a single language would have a limited practical interest.

On the other hand, entirely different languages are not the only case when you need language adaptability. Very often local programming environments (companies, laboratories, universities, etc.) have specific varieties of programming languages (for example, Turbo Pascal, VMS Pascal, and IBM Pascal), which differ in small but significant details. Adapting a tool to such variations should be a simple matter.

Third, methodology-conscious projects are increasingly defining programming standards (such as comment conventions, exclusion of certain constructs, etc.). It may be good to have such standards, and better to control their application, but nothing can beat using a program construction tool where the standards are built-in, having been integrated into the language. A modest example shown by the preceding session was the automatic addition of a specific comment at the end of a main program, but much more interesting conventions can be supported.

Finally, many types of document structures, which may not always be thought of as languages (such as a standard structure for technical reports), may benefit from a versatile tool that will automatically enforce the observation of the structure.

With these remarks in mind, Cépage was designed as a language-independent system where the structure of the language is a parameter. To define a new language for Cépage, a formalism is used: language description language. An LDL document is the description of a certain language, given as a sequence of constructs. Such a construct is shown as follows, and corresponds to the while loop of Pascal.

```
construct While_loop
  -- "While" loop in Pascal short "while ..."
abstract
  aggregate
    test: Expression ;
    body: Instruction
end
concrete
  format
    "while" test "do" body
end
```

This description comprises the following elements:

- A full name, While-loop, used to references the construct.
- A short name, while . . . , used for display (for example, in choice menus).

```
Result of expansion

program <NAME> (*This is a presentation of CEPAGE*)
label <Label_list>; 
<Constant_declarations>
<Type_declarations> ;
<Variable_declarations>
begin
  if <Boolean> then <Instruction>  
else
  <Instruction>                
end if
repeat
  until <Boolean>
end ; <7 Instructions>
end (*program*)
```

Figure 5.
An abstract part, giving the structure of while loops, which comprises two components: an expression (the test) and an instruction (the body).

A concrete part, which gives the external representation of a loop with these components, indicating where the keywords should be placed.

This is a simple but typical example of construct description. Note that there is no need in normal cases to give formatting codes. Indentations, line feeds, etc., are automatically taken into account by the display algorithm of Cépage (but things are not quite so simple in a language with strange formatting requirements, such as FORTRAN, for which the concrete part of some LDL construct descriptions has to be more elaborate).

An added benefit of language adaptability is that Cépage may be used to perform many of the functions of traditional preprocessors that are used to artificially enrich languages.

A typical case for using preprocessors is to add instructions such as while loops to FORTRAN, which does not include such a construct. The preprocessor will transform programs with while loops into ordinary FORTRAN programs where the loops are expressed by conditional and goto instructions. With Cépage, it is easy to extend the LDL description of FORTRAN with a while construct whose concrete part is the actual FORTRAN structure, namely:

```
label IF (< test >) THEN
  < body >
GOTO label
label END IF
```

In this interactive pattern, the user will select the pseudo-FORTRAN while pattern, and the system will generate correct FORTRAN code.

The designers of Cépage felt very strongly that writing a language description should be easy. Using LDL, the description of a language should take from a few hours (when working on a variant of a previously defined language) to at most a week (for an entirely new language). We expect many language descriptions to be obtained by imitation or modification of existing ones.

Of course, LDL descriptions will be done using Cépage. LDL is one of the first languages to be supported by the system.

System structure

To better understand the concepts and applications of Cépage, it is useful to explain some of the techniques underlying its implementation.

The general structure of the system is shown in Figure 7. Cépage was designed and implemented according to object-oriented techniques, and accordingly the structure is best described by explaining the main object classes (abstract data structures) used.

The abstract syntactic forest is a hierarchical data structure that provides an internal representation of the document being manipulated.

The external form is an equivalent representation, suitable for storage on external devices. Remember that Cépage works on partially expanded documents. If a session is interrupted before the expansion is complete, it must be possible to store the temporary state of the document in an appropriate form for later retrieval.

The display form is produced by the Cépage display system by mapping the internal document structure, as represented by the abstract syntactic forest, onto the available window space, choosing the elements that will be abstracted for lack of screen real estate, and performing the necessary formatting and indentation operations. As already mentioned, this process is entirely automatic. The user does not need to intervene but will get an appropriate view at each stage of the computation.

The display form is a list of windows that can be processed by another of our software tools, Winpack (a general multiwindowing screen package).

The text form may be generated for a totally expanded document for possible processing by other tools.

Finally, the grammar graph is the data structure representing the language. This is where Cépage's language adaptability comes in. The system kernel itself knows nothing about any particular language whatsoever; all the information is contained in the grammar graph, reflecting the LDL language description.

Further applications of this technique may involve more than one grammar graph. For example, two windows may be used concurrently to run two instances of Cépage, one for a program design language, the other for a programming language. If the grammar graphs are con-

---

**Figure 6.**
nected, changes to the former may be immediately reflected in the latter.

Cépage functions
To allow the reader to get a better grasp of the whole scope of Cépage, we now give a systematic list of the functions that are or will be supported by the current version of Cépage.

Moving around. A basic set of functions makes it possible to move around a document in a manner consistent with its hierarchical structure: out (to enclosing context), in (to some subset of the current context), to the next element, and to the previous element.

Marking. The marking commands make it possible to take note of positions in the document while moving around and to come back to them later.

The three marking commands are:
- Mark, which marks the current position in the document;
- Back, which returns to the most recent position to which one has not yet returned; and
- Forth, which cancels the effect of the most recent Back command that has not yet been canceled in this fashion.

Expansion. The expansion function makes it possible to expand a previously unexpanded element of the document, as shown earlier. It is executed according to the information contained in the grammar graph.

Cancel and Modify. Canceling an expansion puts an expanded node back into the unexpanded state. In the case of a choice node, the Modify function allows the user to make a new selection; as much as possible of the initial expansion will be carried over to the new one. For example, when transforming an if ... then ... else instruction into a while loop, the Boolean expression and the then part of the conditional instruction will be transferred to the loop.

Comment and Explain. The Comment command attaches a comment to a node (expanded or not). The Explain command changes the display mode so that comments will be displayed with particular emphasis.

Search and Replace. Search and Replace correspond to traditional editor functions. In Cépage, however, the search pattern and (in the Replace case) the replacement are structured elements similar to the document being edited: the editor is called recursively to enable the user to define them (in special windows).

Selection. The selection facility allows the user to make a choice among a set of predefined possibilities and allows the system to determine which item was selected. The way in which the list of choices is displayed and the user makes a selection (pointing with a mouse in a menu, pressing a function key, typing an ordinary key, etc.) depends on the terminal hardware.

Parsing. The parsing function makes it possible to read a text typed in by the user and to build the corresponding syntactic structure (subtree of the abstract syntax tree). The text can be incomplete. The parsing method used in Cépage allows the system to fill in the missing parts if the text typed is incomplete but unambiguous.

 undo and Redo. Undo makes it possible to back up to previous states of the editing session by canceling the effects of previously issued commands. Redo cancels such a cancellation.

Record and replay. The record and replay facility makes it possible to archive the succession of commands issued during an editing session and to replicate them. It thus allows recovering from a system crash.

Catalog management and copy. Catalog management keeps several documents during an editing session, one of which is the active document, the others constituting the catalog. This function allows the user to select an element of the catalog as the new active document, to copy part of the active document into a new entry of the catalog, or to copy an element of the catalog onto an unexpanded node of the active document.

Delimit. The delimiting function enables the user to define a part of a document to be used as a parameter for a function such as cancel, copy, etc. Since the moving around functions are particularly simple to invoke, delimiting is mainly useful for selecting sublists.

Save and restore. The save/restore function copies documents (which may be partially or totally expanded) from memory to files and back, using an appropriate external representation.

Library management. Library management maintains data bases of (partially

Cépage system structure

Figure 7.
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or totally expanded) documents, stored under the external representation already mentioned.

**Generation.** The generation function creates textual versions of totally expanded documents.

**Interactive language description and modification.** The interactive language description and modification function uses Cépage itself to enter and modify LDL descriptions (grammars). It thus relies on a grammar graph obtained from a description of LDL in LDL. This function provides for incremental language modification. In other words, it makes it possible to construct and modify a grammar graph in a stepwise fashion, as the corresponding LDL description is being developed and updated.

**Semantic checking.** The semantic checking function makes it possible to perform verifications on documents. It is only applicable if the language description includes the definition of the corresponding semantic constraints.

**Execution.** The execution function makes it possible to execute the active document, considered as an executable program. It is only applicable if the language description includes dynamic semantics for each operand type. A partially expanded document may be executed: when execution reaches an unexpanded element, the user is interactively asked to provide the results of the execution. This facility is a first step toward making Cépage into a tool for rapid prototyping and program testing.

**Display.** The display function displays an abstract syntax tree or subtree in a given window area, finding the best representation it can.

**Library of primitives.** The library of primitives is a set of procedures that enables outside programs to access all of the Cépage functions mentioned and the Cépage data structures. By making these Cépage internals accessible to other software tools, it is planned that Cépage will be used as the kernel of a more complete software environment, in which tools of various kinds (such as static program analysis, complexity analysis, program transformation, testing compiling, rapid prototyping, text processing, etc.) will be able to take advantage of the powerful set of basic data structures and functions provided by Cépage.

**Implementation**

A prototype version of Cépage was developed at Electricité de France in 1982-83 by the author and Jean-Marc Nerson for an IBM mainframe environment running MVS and TSO, with 3279 color terminals. The current version is an entirely new development, applicable at the moment to any UNIX or XENIX environment. Versions for MS-DOS systems and VAX-VMS are planned.

The development, undertaken by Interactive Software Engineering, Inc., uses a Sumitomo Electric workstation (Ustation) running UNIX System V, with a color bit-map display.

The design and implementation were done with an object-oriented language, Eiffel, emphasizing reusability of software through techniques of multiple and repeated inheritance and security through static type-checking. The underlying Dynamem memory management system uses virtual memory and parallel garbage collection. Screen access is through Winpack, a multi-windowing screen management package.

We view Cépage, Eiffel, Winpack, and Dynamem as bricks toward a powerful, integrated software development environment emphasizing the efficient production of high-quality software.

**The next step**

This article has emphasized three aspects of Cépage:

- **Editor**—the system for creating and modifying documents at the source language level
- **Program development system**, with facilities for program checking, testing, and rapid prototyping
- **Basis** for a programming environment.

These goals are short-term. To conclude with a more futuristic view, we will now present a more remote but very promising application of this system in solving the problem of software reusability. We may call the Cépage solution pattern-based interactive program generation.

Most of the software written today is of a repetitive nature. A number of basic program patterns (counting, searching, sorting, comparing, exchanging, assigning... ) exist on which programmers compose endless variations. Most of this work is done at the lowest reasonable level, that of common languages.

The use of shared, standard components is not—despite a few exceptions such as libraries of numerical software—commonplace. This situation stems in part from the fact that each new situation may be slightly different from the ones encountered previously. For example, even though most search routines share a general organization (go to the beginning of the table, loop until either the required element has been found or the subset of the table in which it may appear has been exhausted, report "found" or "absent"), the representation details will considerably vary from one case to the next.

It is not easy to construct software components that provide a suitable answer to the problem of reusability. Consider the simple problem of providing users of a computing center with a tool for sorting arrays. Assume the algorithm chosen is Quicksort, which is well explained in computer science textbooks, so you don’t have to worry about this aspect of the question. A particular problem instance is characterized by how elements will be compared and how they will be exchanged. The solutions open to a software toolsmith are the following:

- **A. Provide procedures for the most frequently occurring cases**, for example, increasing and decreasing sort of integer, real, etc., arrays.
- **B. Provide a single procedure** (or operating system command) with many parameters or options.
- **C. Provide a single procedure with two procedure parameters corresponding to the comparison criterion and the exchange mechanism.**
- **D. Have a sorting procedure skeleton and manually create a tailor-made version for each user who requests it, filling in his or her particular sorting criterion and exchange mechanism, with the help of a text editor.**
Whitesmiths, Ltd. Has
The Compiler You Want
On The Machine You Use.

For over seven years Whitesmiths, Ltd. has focused its efforts solely on developing and supporting a family of quality systems software. Today, Whitesmiths is the only company offering compatible C and Pascal native and cross compilers for the full spectrum of computers on the market—from the IBM PC to the IBM 370, from the DEC Micro-11 to the VAX 8600, and all of the most popular processors in between.

As a forerunner in the development of C and Pascal compilers, Whitesmiths has played a major role in defining and refining the standards for ANSI C and /usr/group libraries.

Whitesmiths, Ltd.
97 Lowell Road, Concord, MA 01742 • (617) 369-8499 / Telex 750246

The result is a product line built from the ground up to provide a uniform environment for the professional applications developer. Identical source code across all machine architectures; support for ROM-based programs; a uniform run-time environment; and the ability to mix code in assembler and other high level languages are just a few of the many features that comprise these superior compilers.

If you need a C or Pascal compiler for your machine, give Whitesmiths a call at 1-800-225-1030. Chances are, we have what you want.

Solution A is too partial. In many cases, the users will want to sort an array of pointers, leaving the elements themselves in place, or use only part of the elements as keys, so it is unlikely that many actual cases will be covered by the library routines.

In solution B, the options may cover a larger number of cases, but the tool will require coding many options and thus using a reference manual, a cumbersome and error-prone process.

Solution C will work but with great inefficiency since the procedures passed as parameters will be called repeatedly in the inner loops of the sorting program. The overhead, which is typically a factor of 10, will be unacceptable in many cases.

Solution D, using an editor to generate tailor-made versions, is tedious and error-prone.

Solution E implies learning the conventions of the particular macro-processor on hand, which may be at odds with those of the programming language used, even if they were designed by the same group. For example, on UNIX, the macro-processor embedded in the C compiler and the M4 macro-processor have different conventions regarding parentheses, commas, reserved words, etc.

Moreover, macro-processing is not interactive—the user must first provide actual arguments in the adequate formalism, then wait for the macro-processor to generate a text for inclusion in the program.

Structural editing may provide a better solution. A simple idea is to apply the notion of abstract syntax. In the same way as a while loop was described as consisting of two components, a test and a body, a sorting program may be defined as:

\[ \text{sorting} = \text{comparison} \circ \text{exchange} \]

One can thus envision an extension of the editing process in which the user interactively describes the comparison criterion and exchange mechanism to be used in a particular instance, and the system automatically produce the displayable form:

\[
\text{if } c \text{ then } A \text{ else } B \text{ end}
\]

from the description of the language, the user providing only \( c \), \( A \), and \( B \). The only difference is that the amount of text generated by the system will be proportionally larger in the case of program generation.

We believe that such interactive, pattern-directed program generation is possible in the Cepage framework. The basic mechanisms are already present. In particular, since the language is a modifiable parameter, it is possible to extend the basic constructs such as conditional and loop with libraries of program patterns such as search, sort, or even payroll. Such patterns will be defined in the same way as basic language constructs—by their abstract and concrete syntax.

The idea of program patterns is close to the concept of "plans" used in the Programmer’s Apprentice project. We think, however, that reusable, parameterizable program modules can be implemented in the Cepage framework without recourse to the artificial intelligence techniques used in the Programmer’s Apprentice.
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